May has been a busy month and it has been awhile since I shared an update with the community. Math, language, fine motor, handwriting, and writing all continue but here are some of our special activities from the last 3 weeks.

We continue with weekly nursery rhymes: There was an Old Woman, A Tisket A Tasket, and Wee Willie Winkie being our most recent. Here they are sharing the green and yellow baskets they wove to go with A Tisket A Tasket.

Covid is preventing a typical step up day so for the last few Mondays we have been gathering outside for a story and activity with next year’s incoming students. Our current students have been great role models. We read Bunny Cakes and then decorated “a cake wood round” with shaving cream icing and items from nature. Another week we read A Perfect Square and students transformed their square into something new. Circles were explored via Ten Black Dots and bottle caps arranged onto sticky paper.

Our Forest Friday’s have helped students learn about the life of a honey bee, wind energy and the potential energy in our feet.

Looking ahead:
June 7 - 11: Spirit week
Tuesday, June 8: LL Bean field trip
Tuesday, June 15: Last student day

Thank you for sharing your children,
Miss Nancy